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ENHANCED PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE

Our comfortable, lightweight and high performing ViVi® infection protection 

helmet, delivers protection and optimal performance in the operating theatre

ViVi®
INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEM
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A BRIEF HISTORY

Reduction of infection – BES:

Modern day, clinicians favour the use of 

Surgical Helmet Systems (SHS), togas and 

hoods. 

1970s

Sir John Charnley

invented the 

Body Exhaust Suit 

(BES)

Charnley J. Postoperative infection after total hip 

replacement with special reference to air contamination in 

the operating room. Clin Orthop Relat Res. 1972;87:167-

87. [PubMed: 4562188].
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WE CARE ABOUT KEEPING YOU SAFE

Our comfortable, lightweight and high performing ViVi infection protection 

helmet, delivers protection and optimal performance in the operating theatre.

ViVi®
INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEM

Why ViVi®?

AIR INTAKE

AIR CIRCULATION

AIR OUTPUT
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VIVI® INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEM - CORE BENEFITS

COOL & COMFORTABLE

ViVi’s patented 2-fan system, 

continuously extracts filtered waste air 

from the suit; you really can take a 

breath of fresh air, every time.

QUIET

ViVi’s cooling system keeps noise 

to a minimum; it is so quiet we 

really do recommend you 

experience it for yourself.

GESTURE CONTROL

Motion sensing technology 

recognises your level of physical 

activity and adjusts the fan speed 

accordingly.  

VISION

ViVi provides you with a 190 

degree distraction-free view.

PERFECT BALANCE

ViVi distributes weight evenly, 

meaning no area of your head or 

neck are put under adverse 

pressure.

LIGHTWEIGHT

Due to the carbon fibre component 

(CFRP) our ViVi helmet weighs a 

mere 370g (0.82lbs). ViVi gives a 

new meaning to lightweight.
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YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT

COOL & COMFORTABLE

ViVi’s patented 2-fan system, 

continuously extracts filtered waste air 

from the suit; you really can take a 

breath of fresh air, every time.



ViVi’s patented 2-fan system continuously extracts filtered waste air from the suit
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COOL & COMFORTABLE

Take a breath of fresh air every time!*

AIR INTAKE

AIR CIRCULATION

AIR OUTPUT
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VIVI® PATENTED 2-FAN SYSTEM

ViVi® 2-fan system provides less heat and cleaner, fresher air

Competitor infection protection helmets offer no extraction system!

Unique

Accumulation of 

CO2
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ViVi® PATENTED 2-FAN SYSTEM

ViVi efficiently expels CO2 via a 

second fan and filter system

= 

Better air quality and improved 

clinician comfort
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YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT

QUIET

ViVi’s cooling system keeps noise 

to a minimum; it is so quiet we 

really do recommend you 

experience it for yourself.
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QUIETLY COMFORTABLE 

ViVi®
INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEM

Up to                  less noise than all other infection protection helmets9db

Acoustic comfort - offering critical auditory comfort                        

during long surgical procedures
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YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT

LIGHTWEIGHT

Due to the carbon fibre component 

(CFRP) our ViVi helmet weighs a 

mere 370g (0.82lbs). ViVi gives a 

new meaning to lightweight.
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LIGHTWEIGHT & COMFORTABLE 

ViVi®
INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEM

COMPETITOR  

infection protection 

helmets

370g

495g -
750g
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YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT

PERFECT BALANCE

ViVi distributes weight evenly, 

meaning no area of your head or 

neck are put under adverse 

pressure.
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PERFECT BALANCE AND COMFORT 

ViVi® INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEM

Distributes weight evenly 

= 

Reduced pressure (head & neck) and increased 

comfort, especially during long surgical procedures 
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YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT
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GESTURE CONTROL FAN SPEED

Motion (head tilt) 
activates fan 

speed change

Fan speed 
changes 

confirmed 

by auditory 
sound (bleep)

benefits of the ViVi® INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEMUnique
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YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT

VISION

ViVi provides you with a 190 

degree distraction-free view.
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VISION

Two ViVi LED lights offer a unique ‘over the eyes’ position (OEP): 

benefits of the ViVi® INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEMUnique

No obstructions

190° distraction-free view
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YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT

COOL & COMFORTABLE

ViVi’s patented 2-fan system, 

continuously extracts filtered waste air 

from the suit; you really can take a 

breath of fresh air, every time.

QUIET

ViVi’s cooling system keeps noise 

to a minimum; it is so quiet we 

really do recommend you 

experience it for yourself.

GESTURE CONTROL

Motion sensing technology 

recognises your level of physical 

activity and adjusts the fan speed 

accordingly.  

VISION

ViVi provides you with a 190 

degree distraction-free view.

PERFECT BALANCE

ViVi distributes weight evenly, 

meaning no area of your head or 

neck are put under adverse 

pressure.

LIGHTWEIGHT

Due to the carbon fibre component 

(CFRP) our ViVi helmet weighs a 

mere 370g (0.82lbs). ViVi gives a 

new meaning to lightweight.
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VIVI VERSUS COMPETITOR  INFECTION PROTECTION HELMETS

COOL & 

COMFORTABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

INFECTION 

CONTROL

LIGHTS

(optional)

2-fan system provides less heat and 
fresher air, therefore reducing fatigue

370g (0.82lbs)

Touchless operation of fan speed 
minimizes contamination

Position of the light does not 
interfere with the surgeon's vision

1-fan system may cause discomfort and
headaches due to the recirculation of

waste air

495g (1.09lbs) - 750g (1.65lbs)

Potential contamination to gloves
caused by manual adjustment to the

fan

Centrally placed light can obstruct the
surgeon's view and could cause glare

ViVi® HELMET
COMPETITOR  INFECTION 

PROTECTION HELMETS
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ENHANCED PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE

Our comfortable, lightweight and high performing ViVi ® infection protection 

helmet, delivers protection and optimal performance in the operating theatre

ViVi®
INFECTION PROTECTION SYSTEM
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